Recent studies have identified a growing number of mesoscale protein assemblies in both bacterial and eukaryotic cells. Traditionally, these polymeric assemblies are thought to provide structural support for the cell and thus have been classified as the cytoskeleton. However a new class of macromolecular structure is emerging as an organizer of cellular processes that occur on scales hundreds of times larger than a single protein. We propose two types of self-assembling structures, dynamic globules and crystalline scaffolds, and suggest they provide a means to achieve cell-scale order. We discuss general mechanisms for assembly and regulation. Finally, we discuss assemblies that are found to organize metabolism and what possible mechanisms may serve these metabolic enzyme complexes.
Introduction
A cell's ability to coordinate the spatial arrangement of its components is crucial for it to achieve functional complexity. Eukaryotes have, partly, achieved this complexity by isolating specific reactions into membrane bound organelles. Similarly, gram-negative prokaryotes use both inner and outer membranes to compartmentalize their cytoplasm and periplasm. However, generating membrane bound compartments de novo is a cumbersome process, and even the most complex cells have a limited number of distinct types of organelles. An alternative strategy is for proteins to organize into distinct assemblies, enabling cells to establish functionally differentiated subcellular regions even in the absence of membrane barriers. While bacteria generally lack membrane-bound organelles, recent evidence suggests that the cytoplasms of both bacterial and eukaryotic cells are highly organized by such protein assemblies [1] .
Higher-order protein assemblies exist in a mesoscale between the nanoscale of individual proteins and the microscale of whole cells (Figure 1 ). To occupy this mesoscale, assemblies are often constructed from one or more types of repeating nanoscale subunit. This feature is advantageous because it enables construction of large structures using only a small number of genes (genetic efficiency) and it is amenable to regulation and quality control by exclusion of malformed subunits [2] . Once assembled, these structures typically extend as polymers that form filaments or sheets, hundreds of times larger than an individual monomer. Multiple polymers can also be densely interconnected (crosslinked) to form dynamic, phase-separated globules or bodies. Here we highlight the recent appreciation that mesoscale protein assemblies are much more common than previously thought and we review some of their emerging forms, how they are regulated, and some of their newly attributed organizing functions. We then focus on how new discoveries about mesoscale assemblies are changing our ability to both understand and manipulate even one of the most well-studied biological networks, metabolism.
New organizing functions for macromolecular assemblies
A wealth of macromolecular structures has recently been discovered largely due to new imaging techniques and an increase in our ability to perform high-throughput screens. Genome-wide fluorescent labeling screens in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes have only begun to enumerate the wide assortment of protein assemblies [3, 4] . Electron cryotomography (ECT) complemented by genetics has further aided in defining their various shapes. Filaments, rings, sheets, lattices and tubes have all been described with specific functions as diverse as their various forms [5] . However, many of these proteins are characterized as being part of the cytoskeleton with the connotation that they play a structural role in maintaining cell shape in much the same way as our skeletons support our own body shape. On the contrary, we highlight some of the new macromolecular assemblies that serve important organizational roles, beyond simply supporting the shape of the cell.
While classical cytoskeletal structures form linear filament or tubule polymers with rigidly defined repeating structures, newly identified assemblies take on a wider range of shapes and structures including sheets, rings, discs, and gels, which are essential to the organizational functional of these mesoscale assemblies. One newly discovered sheet complex, found in the freshwater bacterium Caulobacter crescentus, is the StpABCD protein complex. The Stp complex localizes to distinct bands that traverse the cross-section of a thin appendage known as a stalk, and ECT imaging has revealed that it forms a sheet that traverses the stalk's entire diameter [6••] . The Stp complex's disk-like shape functions to compartmentalize the Caulobacter stalk, thus preventing proteins from diffusing between the stalk and the main cell body. Cells lacking the Stp complex incur the cost of increased protein synthesis to achieve the same effective protein concentrations in the periplasm and cell envelope. Over-expression of StpA, but not StpB, C, or D, leads to a marked increase in the number of complexes per cell, suggesting that the complex assembles through a nucleation-style mechanism [6••]. These findings highlight recurring themes present in many of the emerging macromolecular organizing structures: first, they often form hierarchically through nucleation events, second, they generally accelerate reactions by increasing the effective concentrations of enzymes and their substrates, and third, they assemble into shapes that promote their specific cellular function.
Perturbing classical cytoskeletal proteins often results in gross morphological phenotypes [7, 8] . Perturbing macromolecular organizing structures can also result in morphological changes, but often this occurs because they coordinate macroscale processes such as cell division or cell polarity determination, rather than simply providing support for macroscale structures. For example, a macromolecular structure in C. crescentus is formed by the oligomer PopZ, which was discovered based on its polar localization [9] and disruption of division upon overexpression [10] . Purified PopZ forms a lattice-like meshwork of filaments intersecting in 3-way junctions [9] . The PopZ meshwork interacts with a number of other proteins involved in cell cycle progression and chromosome dynamics, thereby serving to organize these processes in relation to the cell pole. A similar screen for cell division defects in the bacterium Streptococcus pneumonia identified SepF (originally named YlmF [11] ), which polymerizes into rings that assist FtsZ in constricting the bulky peptidoglycan layer of gram positive bacteria during cell division [12, 13] . Such ring structures are important for cell division, as disruption of SepF polymerization stalls septum formation [14] . Despite their different higher-order shapes, both PopZ and SepF serve as organizing scaffolds by binding and localizing multiple proteins and thus coordinating their function both spatially and temporally.
Organizing the transduction of signals is another function well-suited for macromolecular assemblies. Amazingly, cells tend to respond appropriately to a cacophony of signals despite having a comparatively small number of distinct signaling domains [15] . One strategy for coordinating the proteome's limited number of interaction domains to achieve robust and efficient signaling cascades is to use monomeric scaffolds to organize sets of interacting proteins into signaling complexes [16] . These scaffolds organize small-scale assemblies with low stoichiometries to reduce crosstalk between pathways with structurally similar inputs and facilitate crosstalk when input signals need to be integrated. Larger mesoscale scaffolds can further expand signaling functionality by enabling cells to modulate their signal response dynamics, thereby allowing different cells to use the same components to achieve different signaling outputs in the presence of the same inputs. For example, formation of oligomeric signalisomes in the Toll-like receptor (TLR)-interleukin 1 receptor (IL-1R) superfamilies have been suggested to translate a smoothly -graded input into a digital-like, all or nothing response [17] . Other naturally scaffolded enzymes such as adenylcyclases form micro-domains [18] that are suggested to increase the efficiency of a transduced signal by concentrating intermediate signaling molecules [19•] . Thus, macromolecular assemblies are found to enrich cell-signaling inputs, outputs, and total network integration by organizing the key components into localized centers of orchestrated molecular interaction.
Phase-separated assemblies as dynamic organizing structures
In addition to the canonical, rigid, self-assembling macromolecular polymers discussed above, an emerging physical class of mesoscale structures form assemblies that undergo a liquid-like phase transition, essentially generating phase-separated microdomains in the absence of membrane barriers. For example, the Caenorhabditis elegans P granule is a structure containing a large number of RNAs and RNA-binding proteins that forms visually distinct globules with physical properties similar to a droplet of oil in water [20] . These phase-separated 'bodies' or 'granules' are widespread and exist both inside the eukaryotic nucleus such as Cajal Bodies that are thought to organize transcription, and in the cytoplasm such as neuronal granules that are associated with RNA processing (for a longer list see [21] ). As with the crystal-line-like structures described above, mesoscale bodies are also thought to accelerate biological processes by concentrating enzymes and substrates into localized reaction volumes [22] .
Recent studies suggested that mesoscale bodies can form dynamically through the assembly of physically disordered low complexity (LC) peptide sequences [23•] . LC sequences are common in a wide range of eukaryotic proteins, including many RNA-binding proteins, but their characteristic lack of rigid, well-folded, three-dimensional structures left the function of LC peptides poorly understood. A small molecule, 5-aryl-isoxazole-3-carboxyamide (bisox), was found to cause multiple LC proteins from a wide variety of eukaryotic organisms and cell types to polymerize into amyloid-like fibers, thereby precipitating the associated protein components of various cellular bodies ranging from P granules to nuclear bodies to neuronal granules [24••] . Further studies with the fused in sarcoma (FUS) LC RNA binding domain demonstrated that they can self-assemble into highly dynamic hydrogels. Under physiological circumstances, LC domain polymer networks may thus form the assembly scaffold for the phase-separated liquid droplets observed in bodies [25] .
Another method for forming mesoscale bodies utilizes networks of multivalent binding proteins. In vivo engineering has similarly allowed the understanding of what components or mechanisms are required for granule assembly. Nucleation factors have been shown to be important for the assembly of a nuclear-localized class of cytologically visible puncta known as nuclear bodies. The first type of nuclear body to be created de novo were Cajal Bodies (CB) in HeLa cell lines [27] . Kaiser et al., engineered HeLa cells with both an inducible Escherichia coli LacIGFP-CB component fusion protein and 256 repeats of the cis LacO sequence integrated into its genome. The LacO binding DNA sequences acted as scaffolds that colocalized various candidate CB protein components, thereby locally surpassing the monomer critical concentration necessary for assembly [27] . Later a comprehensive screen of in vivo nuclear body assembly elements revealed that co-localizing sets of functionally relevant RNA molecules was also sufficient for the de novo formation of nuclear bodies [28, 29] . Together these findings demonstrate that RNA and DNA can be important nucleation factors with possible structural roles as well. Importantly, they highlight nucleation as an important assembly mechanism.
In vitro experiments have demonstrated the potential for phosphorylation as a widespread mechanism for regulating the assembly of phase-separated structures. In the case of LC protein assembly, phosphorylation of the human FUS protein by recombinant DNA-Protein Kinase prevented the LC-containing peptides from entering into hydrogels [23•]. Phosphorylation can also regulate multivalent interacting protein networks. For example, kidney podocytes form a filtration barrier by assembling a complex of three multivalent signaling proteins: nephrin, NCK, and N-WASP. Nephrin contains three binding sites for a motif on NCK, which in turn contains three binding sites for a motif found six times on N-WASP. As predicted for such multivalent assemblies, nephrin, NCK, and N-WASP form phase transitions. Whereas phosphorylation of the LC-containing FUS protein inhibits assembly, phosphorylation of nephrin increases the proteins' tendency to phase separate [26] . Phosphorylation may thus provide a general mechanism of regulation by effectively increasing or decreasing monomer valency.
The assembly of mesoscale hydrogels and liquid droplets represents a highly dynamic strategy for spatially localizing cellular processes. These structures share some very general regulatory and assembly characteristics with classical polymers, like phosphorylationmediated construction and nucleation-dependent assembly. However, phase-separated structures are probably better suited for specific functions that require highly dynamic assembly and disassembly, like the packaging and transport of RNA within a neuron [30] . Granules and other liquid-like assemblies are only beginning to be dissected and could lead to the discovery of exciting new organizing structures which preside over functions that benefit from being localized into distinct subcellular regions.
Coordinating metabolism with mesoscale assemblies
One aspect of cellular physiology for which mesoscale assemblies appear to have particular significance is metabolism. Metabolism is classically thought of as a well-mixed spatially distributed process. However, new studies are identifying large numbers of metabolic enzymes as members of mesoscale assemblies [4, [31] [32] [33] suggesting that metabolism may benefit from mesoscale spatial organization. The most straightforward function for spatial organization in metabolism is to bring together successive metabolic reactions, thereby channeling the product of one enzyme to the active site of another enzyme. When one considers the extremely low probability of a small molecule diffusing from one active site to a single neighboring active site tens of nanometers away, it becomes clear that simply tethering two sequentially acting enzymes does not result in any changes to pathway flux. However, by co-localizing large numbers of enzymes in a mesoscale assembly, one may be able to dramatically increase flux by increasing the probability that a product will diffuse into one of many possible active sites. Thus, like the macroscale processes of cell division and signalisome-mediated signal transduction, metabolism is a process that lends itself to organization by macromolecular assemblies. We suggest that the physical properties of both highly dynamic globules and more rigid polymers could be useful for coordinating metabolism depending on the specific application.
Increasing pathway flux may be the central function of the recently discovered purinosome, a nutrient-dependent assembly of all six enzymes involved in de novo purine biosynthesis in HeLa cells. Importantly, disrupting purinosome assembly led to a significant decrease in the purine biosynthesis flux [34] . While it is unclear whether the purinosome is a dynamic liquid droplet or a more crystalline-like structure, new findings have hinted at its mechanisms of assembly and regulation. For example, assembly of the entire purinosome complex is coordinated by three core proteins, consistent with a nucleation-like assembly mechanism similar to those controlling Stp complex and Cajal Body formation described above [35] . Furthermore, phosphorylation also appears to be a key regulator of purinosome assembly. Three of the six purine biosynthesis enzymes are phosphorylated by the CK2 kinase [36] and inhibition of the CK2 kinase stimulates purinosome production [37] indicating that phosphorylation represses purinosome assembly.
Allosteric regulation by binding to accessory cofactors has long been known to be important for regulating metabolic enzyme activity, but recent studies suggest that similar mechanisms can also control enzyme assembly. For example, modulating the activity of the CtpS enzyme by adding DON, the glutamine substrate mimic, making active site point mutants, or adding high levels of its pathway end product, CTP, can alter CtpS polymerization in bacteria and yeast [38, 39] . Another interesting example comes from morpheeins, which are homoligomeric enzymes that can form a variety of higher order multimers [40] . Interconversion between forms requires that the individual oligomers disassemble and undergo a conformational change, which can be induced by binding a metabolite or other protein. Thus, while protein conformational changes in morpheeins are generally thought to determine enzyme activity [41] they could also determine complex formation by altering binding partners or simply by altering binding site valency.
In the case of enzymes that catalyze easily reversible reactions, enzyme complexes can drive reactions in a favorable direction by locally concentrating substrates and not products. For example, the carboxysome, found in cyanobacteria, is an icosohedral protein cage that locally concentrates carbon dioxide, which in turn increases the forward reaction rate of the kinetically fickle enzyme ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase (RuBisCo) [42] . Similar protein cages serve other functions such as sequestering toxic intermediate metabolites. Salmonella enterica constructs such micro-compartments to catabolize 1,2propanediol without exposing its DNA to the mutagenic intermediate propionaldehyde [43] . Phase-separated bodies could hypothetically serve a similar function if their local environments enriched or depleted substrates based on their electro-chemical properties. Thus, containment of metabolites by mesoscale protein assemblies enables cells to expand the types of reactions they can effectively perform.
Finally, while we have focused on naturally occurring mesoscale assemblies, recent efforts have begun engineering synthetic assemblies for increased metabolic pathway titers. DNAbased [44] and RNA-based [45•] assemblies have yielded modest increases in the resveratrol, 1,2-propanediol, mevalonate, and H 2 pathway titers. A different strategy used artificial scaffolds with multivalent metazoan binding domains to co-recruit the enzymes of the mevalonate biosynthesis pathway, leading to a maximum 77-fold increase in mevalonate titers [46] . One explanation for such a dramatic increase is that the multivalent scaffolds formed mesoscale assemblies similar to the multivalent phase-separated structures discussed above ( Figure 2) [19•]. Such networks could possibly form without a scaffold as long as the participating enzymes were oligomeric and bound each other. Furthermore, in addition to controlling pathway titers, such assemblies could be useful for controlling branchpoint fluxes by adjusting enzyme-binding partners in response to particular cellular needs.
Conclusion
Here we highlight the self-assembling, mesoscale structures as a general mechanism for organizing biological functions. Not only does life utilize multimeric assembly as a rapid and efficient method of bridging the nanoscale to the microscale, but it also enables the coupling of time and space through the kinetics of assembly. Recently discovered examples of polymeric proteins and phase-separated liquid droplets suggest that both eukaryotic and prokaryotic cells abound with these mesoscale assemblies. Such structures serve to organize functions by concentrating components of a process, excluding unnecessary ones, or orienting them in space. Fundamental biological functions such as cell division, cell signaling, and metabolism have all been shown to benefit from this type of organization. Building upon generalizable principles of assembly and regulation such as nucleation and valency, provides a roadmap for probing an assembly's function.
Just as cells and engineers have learnt to improve cellular function through the construction of mesoscale assemblies, pathogens may exploit such assemblies to rewire cellular pathways for the pathogen's benefit. Looking forward, we may find that metabolic factories could be used to promote specific metabolic pathways or perhaps drive novel reactions that are needed for the pathogen's life cycle. In fact, bacterial and viral pathogens have evolved toxic protein scaffolds capable of re-organizing eukaryotic signaling pathways [16, 47] . Thus, furthering our understanding of the assembly, regulation, and function of polymeric scaffolds will improve our understanding of basic cell biology, our ability to engineer improved cellular activities, and our capacity to combat cellular disruption by pathogens. Various mesoscale self-assembling structures drawn to scale in comparison to a single monomer. From left to right, typical scale of a monomeric scaffold like the yeast protein Ste5, an actin filament, a carboxysome shell housing the enzymes of carbon fixation, a microtubule, a chemotaxis array, a low complexity sequence hydrogel, a purinosome. All structures are assembled within a typical E. coli cell (also drawn to scale). 
